
ONE HUNDRED PERCENT CHECK OF MOISTURE CONTENT IN DRY LUMBER

By
Joe Grist, Dry Kiln Superintendent

Collins Pine Company, Chester, California

At Collins Pine Company we are now making a 100% moisture content check

of all kiln dried lumber on the dry chain. I think you will be interested in

knowing why we installed equipment to make a 100% check and in learning something

of the results after almost two years of operation.

In the summer of 1953 we were having an excessive amount of roller split

in our white fir and sugar pine, both in the common and shop & better grades.

At the request of Collins Pine Company, Mr. Edwin Knight, Research Engineer

of Western Pine Association, spent several days with us to search for the cause of

roller split. Mr. Knight wrote a report which includes a number of very interest-

ing facts. It was brought out that as wood dries the normal shrinkage pattern

shows the greatest change in dimension in the direction across the width of a flat-

sawed board and less across the width of a vertical or quarter-sawed board. As

the face of the board toward the heart side of the log is more nearly vertically

grained than the sap side, it follows that the greater shrinkage on the sap side

will cup the board, so that it is concave on that side. The drier the board, the

greater the shrinkage and the greater the cupping. The amount of roller splitting

at the planer is closely associated with severity of cupping. It was also brought

out that sapwood on one face or one edge of a board has nothing to do with the

cupping. Extensive studies have shown that heartwood shrinks only about 1% less

than sapwood. This small difference has little influence on cupping. Other factors

studied included over-ripe logs, drying schedules, drying stresses in lumber, storage

of lumber, taper sawing, and the planing operation itself. We checked our moisture

meter against the oven scales method of determining moisture content and found the

meters sufficiently accurate for the purpose of the tests we proposed to make to

learn the cause of the objectionable roller splitting that was resulting in a serious

financial loss.



These exploratory studies indicated that low moisture content of the

lumber at the time of machining was the most important factor responsible for

planer splits. We then made a series of tests to determine the moisture content

limit to which the lumber could be dried without excessive planer splitting.

The results of test No. 2 were typical. Five-quarter white fir shop

lumber from sinker logs was kiln dried to an average moisture content of 11%, using

a mild schedule (Fig. 1). Two hundred and twenty nine test pieces were metered

and run through the planer. Results showed virtually no planer splitting of pieces

over 11% moisture content (Fig. 2). Test No. 3 was 5/4 white fir shop lumber from.

storage, having an average moisture content of 8.3% (Fig. 3). A comparison of

tests 2 and 3 seem to indicate some beneficial effects from dead storage of kiln

dried lumber before machining.

Six-quarter sugar pine shop, select and common lumber from sinker logs was

used in Test No. 4. It was kiln dried to a low final moisture content. Eighty

eight percent of the charge was 6% or less. Of the top courses, all dried to 5%

or less, 41% roller split. Thirty-six percent of the 6/4 x 12" common lumber rol-

ler split.

Test No. 5 was 2 x 12" white fir dimension, air dried to an average mois-

ture content of 10.4% (Fig. 4).

This stock roller split severely, even those pieces at a moisture content

of 14 to 19%. The highest incident of splitting, however, came in pieces at a mois-

ture content of 10% and less. The results of this test indicate severe air drying

conditions, without conditioning to relieve drying stresses, can be more serious

than kiln drying.

Tests Nos. 6 and 7 on kiln dried 8/4 sugar pine and 5/4 white fir showed

severe roller splitting in pieces having a low moisture content. Fifteen percent

of the 8/4 sugar pine split; 69% was 6% or less. Thirty-six percent of the 5/4

white fir split; 88% was 7% or less.
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Figure 1.--Kiln schedule used in Test No, 1.

Hours Dry bulb Wet bulb

(°F) (°F)

0-48 15o 145
48-60 150 140

60-84 160 150
84-96 160 147

96-190 160 145

Condition 6 hours

190-196 160 15.5

•	 Figure 2.--Moisture content range and occurrence of planer
splitting in 5/4 white fir.

Moisture
content

No, of
pieces

No. of pieces
that split

percent

(%)

6 5 0 0

7 13 4 31

8 31 7 22

9 49 15 31

10 59 9 15
11 22 2 10

12 20 1 5
13 1 0 0

114 6 1 16

15+ 23 0 0

Totals 229 39 19
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Figure 3.--Moisture content range and occurrence of planer
splitting in 5/4 white fir from storage.

Moisture
content

No.ol
pieces

No.of pieces
that split Percent

(%)

6 15 3 20

7 29 1 3

8 36 4 11

9 20 1 5

10 13 2 15

11 7 1 14

12+ 5 0 0

Totals: 125 12 9.6%

Figure 4.--Moisture content range and occurrence of planer
splitting in 8/4 white fir air-dried dimension.

Moisture
content

No. of
pieces

No.of pieces
that split

Percent

(%)

7 1 0 0

8 3 2 66

9 7 3 43

10 21 8 38

11 18 4 22

12 12 3 25

13 5 2 40

14 to 19 10 3 30

Totals: 77 25 32.5
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Test No. 8, using 8/4 sugar pine, again showed the seriousness of over-

drying as a cause of roller splitting. Two hundred and forty-six pieces were

metered and observed through the planer. Of this total 213 pieces were 7%

moisture content or less. Thirty-five pieces split and accounted for 97% of the

roller splitting. Only one piece, at a moisture content of 11%, accounted for

the remaining 3%. There was no splitting in the 18 pieces 12 to 30% moisture

content. These tests lead us to conclude that moisture content is the most im-

portant factor in occurrence of planer splitting.

Other conclusions were reached regarding factors that influence the occur-

rence of roller splitting.

Slower schedules with longer final equalizing periods will dry the lumber

to a uniform final moisture content without over-drying much of the lumber in the

charge. The slower drying schedules result in higher costs and lower kiln output,

however.

Good segregation of the green lumber into uniform kiln charges makes it

easier to dry to an optimum final moisture content without overdrying.

Storage of the kiln dried lumber in solid packages, undercover, will equa-

lize the moisture content, especially if the lumber is unstacked immediately after

it is pulled from the kiln when it is warm and the moisture is still on the surface.

Precise segregation, long drying schedules with long final equalizing and

long storage all slow down the drying operation and add to the cost. It is not

economical to lengthen drying schedules and final equalizing to a point where all

the lumber is within the desired, narrow final moisture content range. Production

can be increased if drying can be speeded up and the lumber above a pre-determined

final moisture content can be pulled for re-drying. An adequate sorting device is

needed that will pull the high moisture content pieces on the dry chain and keep
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them from moving into the remanufacturing operation, or into the shipping department.

The lumber should be metered on the dry chain before it leaves the kiln drying area.



Production can be increased and the danger of over-drying reduced, if a

fast kiln schedule can be used to dry the lumber to a point where there is a mini-

mum of over-drying, then sort on the dry chain to pull the heavy boards, which can

be expected. When a fast kiln schedule is used, there will always be a certain

amount of over-drying as well as a certain amount of heavy lumber, and this must

be expected.

In November of 1953, Collins Pine Company installed a system for metering

all lumber passing over the dry chain. This equipment has been in use since the

original installation.

The advantages of a 100% moisture metering are many. First, the kiln

dried lumber is sorted on the dry chain into three sorts. Lumber that is dried

to a moisture content within the desired range is marked with a green spot of ink;

lumber that is below the desired moisture content range goes unmarked, and lumber

that is not sufficiently dry and is above the desired moisture content range is

marked with both green and a red spot of ink. The metered lumber can be pulled

for shipment, remanufacture, or redrying.

A record is kept of each crib of lumber from each kiln charge. A ticket is

placed on each crib of lumber that goes into the kiln, giving the date it was stack-

ed, the date it went into the kiln, the date it came out of the kiln, and the date

it was taken dawn. The number of the kiln, the crib number, and charge number; the

thickness, grade, and species are also shown.

The number of pieces of lumber that fall within the desired moisture content

range is recorded. The number of pieces of lumber that are over-dried and the num-

ber of pieces that are wet are also recorded. This record quickly shows up poor

kiln operation or faulty kiln equipment. The crib-by-crib record pin-points the

very spot in the kiln where the trouble begins. These tickets are picked up and

the moisture content recapped. One recapped report stays at the kilns and two re-

ports are sent to the office on each crib of lumber that goes over the dry sorter.
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Often times from a given charge, lumber will be running well within the

desired moisture content range, then the meter will show a crib that is too wet or

too dry. Knowing the kiln and charge number, we are able to detect the source of

trouble such as a leak in a steam coil, a vent out of adjustment, a trap not work-

ing properly, or some other things that can cause uneven drying. When a kiln

operator has this close check on the operation of the kilns, it doesn't take long

for him to find and correct the trouble, if it is at all possible for him to do so.

We have found that in using schedules with a low final E.M.C., we have too

many pieces too dry, regardless of how long the conditioning with steam at the end

of the run. We are able to put the moisture back into the lumber while it is in

the kiln, but when the charge is pulled from the kiln and the heat is released,

the moisture is also released or evaporated to the air. The colder and dryer the

weather, the greater the evaporation and the dryer the lumber.

The installation of an automatic moisture detector does not, in and of itself,

assure proper drying of lumber. It is an instrument specifically designed for use

by the kiln operator who must think of it and use it as a tool in his every-day work.

Outside of the kiln instruments, the moisture detector is probably one of the most

important, if not the most important, tool he has to work with.

In conclusion, I will say our lop% moisture content check on the dry chain

keeps a kiln operator on his toes all the time. Never again will I say that I dry

lumber at 8% moisture content or 10% moisture content or any other specific moisture

content. The metering of every piece of lumber on the dry chain is too good a lie

detector.
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